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Outline

• Antiproton sources

• Hyperon CP violation

• Issues in charm and charmonium

• Other physics

• Summary
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Facility
pmax 

[GeV/c] Stacking rate Year

LEAR/ACOL 2* ≤ 6 ×1010/hr ≤1996†

AD 0.3* ≤ 2 ×109/hr now

FNAL 8.9 ≤ 2 ×1011/hr now

GSI-FAIR 15* ≤ 3.5–7 ×1010/hr? >2014?

Antiproton Sources

* stacking at 3.5 GeV/c
† LEAR was shut down to enhance CERN’s LHC focus
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FNAL Antiproton Source

4

• Antiproton stacking rate (≈ 2 ×1011/hr) unmatched 
by any other existing or planned facility

• Stochastic cooling (& absence of synchrotron 
radiation) provides very small (~100 keV) beam 
energy spread

• Very precise beam-energy calibration via measured 
revolution frequency + orbit length (from BPM 
measurements and Accumulator lattice model)

➡these features exploited (most recently in 2000) 
by charmonium experiments E760 and E835
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What can it do?

5

• Precision measurements of charmonium 

• Study of recently discovered charmonium-related 
states: X(3872) etc...

• High-statistics studies of hyperon CP violation and 
rare decays

• High-statistics studies of open charm (mixing? CP?)

• Precision antiproton and antihydrogen studies (CPT 
tests etc.) 

• Bottomonium formation (colliding-beam)?
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• Example Feynman diagrams (SM):

Hyperon CP ViolationHyperon Direct CP Violation

• Example Feynman diagrams (SM):
d
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p

W–

" u u

u
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"
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u u

decay:"

penguin decay:"

• Large CP asymmetries poss. in nonminimal SSM etc.
6
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• CP-odd observables:

Hyperon CP Violation

‣Decay amplitude for ∆S = 1 decay of spin-1/2 strange baryon into 
spin-1/2 baryon and meson (e.g., Λ → p π –):

 
M = S + P


σ ⋅ q̂p

→Nonuniform proton angular distribution in Λ rest frame:

S-wave amplitude P-wave amplitude
proton-momentum 
unit vector

where                                                       [Lee & Yang, 1957]αΛ ≡
2ReS*P
S 2 + P 2 , βΛ ≡

2 ImS*P
S 2 + P 2

 

dN
dΩ

=
1
4π
(1+αΛ


PΛ ⋅ q̂p )

⇒                                                                       CP-oddAΛ ≡
αΛ +αΛ

αΛ −αΛ

, BΛ ≡
βΛ + βΛ

βΛ − βΛ

, ΔΛ ≡
ΓΛ→Pπ − ΓΛ→Pπ

ΓΛ→Pπ + ΓΛ→Pπ

(parity violation)

7
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Theory & Experiment
Theory [Donoghue, He, Pakvasa, Valencia, et al.]

• SM: A! ~ 10–5

• Other models: O(10–3)
[e.g. SUSY gluonic dipole: X.-G.He et al., PRD 61, 071701 (2000)]

   0.006 – 0.015  

    E871 at Fermilab " ! !# #$ $, p %%%%2 &&&&    10–4

(HyperCP)

[K.B. Luk et al., PRL 85, 4860 (2000)] 

[P. Chauvat et al., PL 163B (1985) 273] 
273

[M.H. Tixier et al., PL B212 (1988) 523] 
273

[P.D. Barnes et al., NP B 56A (1997) 46] 

Hyperon CP Violation
Theory & Experiment

Theory

• SM: A
!
 ~ 10–5

• Other models: can be O(10–3)
[e.g. SUSY gluonic dipole: X.-G.He et al., PRD 61, 071701 (2000)]

(A
!
 sensitive to parity-even operators, "#!" to parity-odd)

  0.006 0.015 

"""" E871 at Fermilab $ ! !% %& &, p ''''2 ####""""10
–4

(HyperCP)

(0.0 ± 6.7)    10#### –4

[K.B. Luk et al., PRL 85, 4860 (2000)] 

[projected] 

[T. Holmstrom et al., 
PRL 93. 262001 (2004)] 

''''2    10####
–4

[P. Chauvat et al., PL 163B (1985) 273] 

[M.H. Tixier et al., PL B212 (1988) 523]

[P.D. Barnes et al., NP B 56A (1997) 46] 

• Theory & experiment:

8

., e.g., PRL 55, 162 (1985); PRD 34, 833 
(1986);  PLB 272, 411 (1991)]

<~
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Results (from farm histos):Enormous HyperCP DatasetMade possible by...

9
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Some HyperCP Discoveries:

•                       :  B ! 9 " 10!8  (or 3 " 10!8 if intermediate P0)

� 

!
+
" pµ +µ#

Figure 4(a) compares the dimuon mass distribution of
the three signal candidates with that expected in the SM
with the form factors described below. The reconstructed
dimuon masses for the three candidates, 214.7, 214.3, and
213:7 MeV=c2, all lie within the expected dimuon mass
resolution of ! 0:5 MeV=c2. The dimuon mass distribu-
tion for !"

p!! decays is expected to be broad unless the
form factor has a pole in the kinematically allowed range
of dimuon mass.

The expected SM distribution was used to estimate the
probability that the dimuon masses of the three signal
candidates be within 1 MeV=c2 of each other anywhere
within the kinematically allowed range. The probability is
0.8% for the form-factor decay model and 0.7% for the
uniform phase-space decay model. The unexpectedly nar-
row dimuon mass distribution suggests a two-body decay,
!" ! pP0; P0 ! !"!# (!"

pP!!), where P0 is an un-
known particle with mass 214:3$ 0:5 MeV=c2. The di-
muon mass distribution for the three signal candidates is
compared with MC !"

pP!! decays in Fig. 4(b), and good
agreement is found. Distributions of hit positions and
momenta of the proton, !", and !# of the three candidate
events were compared with MC distributions, and were
found to be consistent with both decay hypotheses.

To extract the !"
p!! branching ratio, the !" !

p"0;"0 ! e"e## (!"
pee#) decay was used as the normal-

ization mode, where the # was not detected. (HyperCP had
no # detectors.) The trigger for the !"

pee# events was the
Left-Right trigger prescaled by 100. The proton and two
unlike-sign electrons were required to come from a single
vertex, as were the three tracks of the signal mode.

The proton was selected to be the positively-charged
track with the greatest momentum, and the event was
discarded if the proton candidate did not have at least
66% of the total three-track momentum, as determined
by a MC simulation of !"

pee# decays. The reconstructed
mass for the 3" hypothesis was required to be outside
$10 MeV=c2 of the K" mass. The cuts on $2=ndf,
DCA, and the total momentum were the same as for the

signal mode. However, the decay vertex had to be more
than 168 cm downstream of the entrance of the vacuum
decay region and more than 32 cm upstream of its exit.
Since the # momentum was not measured, the x and y
positions of the !" trajectory at the target were determined
using only the three charged tracks, and those positions had
to be consistent with that expected from a MC simulation
of !"

pee# decays. To significantly reduce contamination
from photon-conversion events, the dielectron mass was
required to be between 50 and 100 MeV=c2. After appli-
cation of the above selection criteria, a total of 211 events
remained, as shown in Fig. 5. We performed a binned
maximum-likelihood fit for the mass distributions for
data and three MC samples: !"

pee# decays, K" ! """0,
"0 ! e"e## (K"

"ee#) decays, and uniform background.
From the fit, the number of observed !"

pee# decays was
Nobs

nor % 189:7$ 27:4 events, where the uncertainty is sta-
tistical. To extract the total number of normalization
events, values of &51:57$ 0:30'% and &1:198$ 0:032'%
were used, respectively, for the !" ! p"0 and "0 !
e"e## branching ratios [6].

The kinematic parameters for !" production at the
target were tuned to match the data and MC !"

pee# mo-
mentum distributions. The MC !"

pee# decays were gener-
ated using the decay model in Ref. [7] for "0 ! e"e##
("0

ee#) decays, and the "0 electromagnetic form-factor
parameter a % 0:032$ 0:004 was taken from Ref. [6].
After tuning of the parameters, comparisons of the distri-
butions of the MC events with the data for !"

pee# decays,
the decay vertex positions, momentum spectra, recon-
structed mass, hit positions of each charged particle, etc.
showed good agreement.

In the simulation of the !"
p!! decays, we used the form-

factor model of Bergström et al. [1], although we found
little difference between results using it and a uniform
phase-space decay model. The form-factor model uses

FIG. 4. Real (points) and MC (histogram) dimuon mass dis-
tributions for (a) !"

p!! MC events (arbitrary normalization) with
a form-factor decay (solid histogram) and uniform phase-space
decay (dashed histogram) model, and (b) !"

pP!! MC events
normalized to match the data.

FIG. 5. The reconstructed pe"e# mass distribution for the
normalization mode after all cuts. The histogram is the sum of
MC samples of !"

pee#, K"
"ee# decays and a uniform background,

where the relative amounts of each were determined by a fit, and
the number of MC events was normalized to match the number
of data events. The hatched area shows the main background
source (uniform background).

PRL 94, 021801 (2005) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
21 JANUARY 2005

021801-3

• !! = –(2.39±0.64±0.64)° ⇒ "! # 0   2nd non-zero transv. asymm.

• $% =   0.0175 ± 0.0024  #  0            ⇒ "! ! #K!  violates parity

• #["(#K!)+"(#K+)] = !0.004 ± 0.040     (but conserves CP)

• A!# = (0.0 ± 5.1 ± 4.4) " 10!4     ⇒ "! ! #$! conserves CP
(1st !5% of sample - full analysis still in progress)

!2.4$ fluctuation of SM

- SUSY Sgoldstino?

- SUSY light Higgs?

10

Surprise
!
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Does the HyperCP Evidence for the Decay !! ! p!!!" Indicate
a Light Pseudoscalar Higgs Boson?

Xiao-Gang He*
Department of Physics and Center for Theoretical Sciences, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan

Jusak Tandean†

Departments of Mathematics, Physics, and Computer Science, University of La Verne, La Verne, California 91750, USA

G. Valencia‡

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011, USA
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The HyperCP Collaboration has observed three events for the decay !! ! p!!!" which may be
interpreted as a new particle of mass 214.3 MeV. However, existing data from kaon and B-meson decays
provide stringent constraints on the construction of models that support this interpretation. In this Letter
we show that the ‘‘HyperCP particle’’ can be identified with the light pseudoscalar Higgs boson in the
next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model, the A0

1. In this model there are regions of parameter
space where the A0

1 can satisfy all the existing constraints from kaon and B-meson decays and mediate
!! ! p!!!" at a level consistent with the HyperCP observation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.98.081802 PACS numbers: 14.80.Cp, 12.60.Jv, 13.30.Ce, 14.20.Jn

Three events for the decay mode !! ! p!!!" with a
dimuon invariant mass of 214.3 MeV have been recently
observed by the HyperCP Collaboration [1]. It is possible
to account for these events within the standard model (SM)
[2], but the probability of having all three events at the
same dimuon mass, given the SM predictions, is less than
1%. This suggests a new-particle interpretation for these
events, for which the branching ratio is #3:1!2:4

"1:9 $ 1:5% &
10"8 [1].

The existence of a new particle with such a low mass
would be remarkable as it would signal the existence of
physics beyond the SM unambiguously. It would also be
very surprising because this low-energy region has been
thoroughly explored by earlier experiments studying kaon
and B-meson decays. The challenge posed by a new-
particle interpretation of the HyperCP events is therefore
manifold. It requires a new-physics model containing a
suitable candidate for the new particle, X, which explains
why it is light. It also requires an explanation of why X has
not been observed by other experiments that covered the
same kinematic range. Finally, it requires that the interac-
tions of X produce the rate implied by the HyperCP
observation.

In this Letter we show that there is a model, the next-to-
minimal supersymmetric standard model (NMSSM) [3],
containing a light pseudoscalar Higgs particle that can
satisfy all existing constraints and is therefore a candidate
explanation for the HyperCP events. The model contains
more than one Higgs particle, and it is the lightest one, the
A0
1, that can be identified with X.
The possibility that X mediated the HyperCP events has

been explored to some extent in the literature [4–6], where
it has been shown that kaon decays place severe constraints
on the flavor-changing two-quark couplings of X. It has

also been shown [7] that a light sgoldstino is a viable
candidate for X. It is well known in the case of light
Higgs boson production in kaon decay that, in addition to
the two-quark flavor-changing couplings, there are com-
parable four-quark contributions [8]. They arise from the
combined effects of the usual SM four-quark j"Sj ' 1
operators and the flavor-conserving couplings of X. We
have recently computed the analogous four-quark contri-
butions to light Higgs production in hyperon decay [9] and
found that they can also be comparable to the two-quark
contributions previously discussed in the literature.

The interplay between the two- and four-quark contri-
butions makes it possible to find models with a light Higgs
boson responsible for the HyperCP events that has not
been observed in kaon or B-meson decay. However, it is
not easy to devise such models respecting all the experi-
mental constraints. In most models that can generate #dsX
couplings, the two-quark operators have the structure
#d#1$ "5%sX. Since the part without "5 contributes sig-
nificantly to K ! #!!!", their data imply that these
couplings are too small to account for the HyperCP events
[4–6]. In some models, there may be parameter space
where the four-quark contributions mentioned above and
the two-quark ones are comparable and cancel sufficiently
to lead to suppressed K ! #!!!" rates while yielding
!! ! p!!!" rates within the required bounds.
However, since in many models the flavor-changing two-
quark couplings #qq0X are related for different #q; q0% sets,
experimental data on B-meson decays, in particular, B !
Xs!!!", also provide stringent constraints. For these
reasons, the light (pseudo)scalars in many well-known
models, such as the SM and the two-Higgs-doublet model,
are ruled out as candidates to explain the HyperCP events
[9].

PRL 98, 081802 (2007) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
23 FEBRUARY 2007

0031-9007=07=98(8)=081802(4) 081802-1 ! 2007 The American Physical Society
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Figure 6: E835 apparatus layout (from [67]).

Figure 7: The DØ solenoid and central tracking system, drawn to the same scale as Fig. 6,
shown as currently installed within the DØ calorimeters (from [68]).

15

Scale & Reach

• New, high-rate, magnetic 
spectrometer with:

- PbWO4 calorimeter

- silicon vertex detector

- displaced-vertex trigger

- run pp = 5.4 GeV/c (2mΩ < √s < 2mΩ + mπ0) 
@ L ~ 1032 cm-2 s-1 (10 × E835)

+ ~1012 inclusive hyperon events!➡ ~108 Ω− Ω+/yr 

12

}<$10M

E835
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What Can This Do?

� 

Σ+ → pµ +µ−• Observe many more                     events and 
confirm or refute SUSY interpretation

• Discover or limit CP violation in                   
and                    via partial-rate asymmetries               

� 

Ω− →Ξ0π −

� 

Ω− →ΛK −

• Discover or limit                       and confirm or 
refute SUSY interpretation

� 

Ω− →Ξ−µ +µ−

Predicted B ~10–6 
if P0 real

Predicted ∆B ~10–5 
in SM, ~10–3 if NP <

13
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• Much interest lately in new states observed in 
charmonium region: X(3872), X(3940), Y(3940), 
Y(4260), and Z(3930)

• X(3872) of particular interest b/c may be the 
first hadron-antihadron (D0 D*0 + c.c.) molecule

14

What Else Can This Do?
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• Belle, Aug. 2003: 
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• Since confirmed by CDF, D0, & BaBar

• Not consistent with being charmonium state

• Very near D0 D*0 threshold (∆mc2 = 0.6±0.6 MeV)
15

What Else Can This Do?
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• Much interest lately in new states observed in 
charmonium region: X(3872), X(3940), Y(3940), 
Y(4260), and Z(3930)

➡need very precise mass measurement to 
confirm or refute

➡ pp → X(3872) formation ideal for this

• X(3872) of particular interest b/c may be the 
first hadron-antihadron (D0 D*0 + c.c.) molecule

16

What Else Can This Do?
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Also,... 

‣ Study other X, Y, Z states

‣ Worthwhile measurements that E835 could have 
made but didn’t...
(lack of beam time for precision scans when one didn’t 
know exactly where to look)

- hc mass & width, χc radiative-decay angular 
distributions, ηc’  full and radiative widths,...

‣ ...improved limits on p lifetime and branching ratios 
(APEX),...

‣ Open-charm studies with O(109) produced events

What Else Can This Do?

17
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• hc (1 1P1) state of charmonium only way to study cc 
spin-0 hyperfine splitting: m(1P1) – <mspin-weighted(3PJ)>

• Not experimentally accessible in strangeonium or 
(so far) bottomonium

• Splitting predicted to be <1 MeV in potential models if

- confinement potential has no vector component 

and 

- coupled-channel effects small

(both expected to be true)

• But hc production in e+e– suppressed ⇒ not easy

Example: hc

~

18
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• hc found (≈3σ) in J/ψ π0 in E760 (E835 predecessor):

E760: Armstrong et al.,
PRL 69, 2337 (1992)

by E835, but excluding (a) the !1, !2,  0 resonance regions
to avoid background from J= inclusive decay channels,
and (b) the hc search region (3524<

!!!

s
p

< 3527 MeV).
The cross section increases slowly with energy and is
compatible with that measured by E760 (black squares).
The measured value at

!!!

s
p ! 3526 MeV is " !

2:14" 0:17 pb.
In Fig. 11 we plot the cross section for reaction (7)

observed in the hc search region, compared to the contin-
uum level determined from the data of Fig. 10, combining
data from the 1996–1997 (circles) and the 2000 (triangles)
running periods. For comparison purposes, we show an
extrapolation of the E760 result to E835 data-taking con-
ditions (squares). The E760 data points were obtained by
selecting, from the published E760 sample, events fully
contained in the CCAL (51 out of 67), to generate a sample
compatible with the E835 data presented in this paper. The
E760 event yields, bin by bin, were scaled by the ratio of
the E835 to E760 integrated luminosities. (We note that
removing events with photons in FCAL decreases the
acceptance by #0:75 and considerably reduces the signifi-
cance of the E760 signal.) In the E835 data there is no

evidence of an event excess that would correspond to a
narrow (< 1 MeV) resonance.

3. Significance of the resonant signal

We estimate the significance of a possible event excess
in the J= #0 channel in the same way as for the $c%
channel. We exclude the !c1 and !c2 resonance regions,
since the radiative decays to J= % constitute a background
to J= #0, and consider only data for 3520<

!!!

s
p

<
3540 MeV.

(1) Binomial significance with a priori H1: We test the
null hypothesis H0 that the cross section is the same
in the signal bin and background bin, taking the
same E760 signal bin as above between 3525.6
and 3526.4 MeV, which for E835-1997 contains
19:07 pb$1. The background bin contains
23:13 pb$1, giving a binomial coefficient for the
background hypothesis of Pb ! 0:45. There are 40
events in the signal bin and 55 in the background bin
for P ! 0:76. For E835-2000, the corresponding
values are 25:69 pb$1 in the signal bin and
24:63 pb$1 in the background bin for Pb ! 0:51,
and 74 events in the signal bin and 56 in the back-
ground bin, for P ! 0:11. Combining both data sets
we have 44:76 pb$1 in the signal bin, 47:76 pb$1 in
the background bin, Pb ! 0:48 and P ! 0:27. We
also consider the bins containing the $c% excess: (i)
3525:7<

!!!

s
p

< 3526:2 MeV, Pb ! 0:344, 68 signal
events, 157 background events, P ! 0:92, (ii)
3525:7<

!!!

s
p

< 3526:7 MeV, 116 signal events,
109 background events, Pb ! 0:54, P ! 0:78.

(2) Binomial significance with a posteriori H1: There is
no bin of 1 MeV or less in width that contains a
substantial event excess.

(3) Poisson significance: Assuming a flat cross section
for 3520<

!!!

s
p

< 3540 MeV, and obtaining "b !
2:4" 0:24 pb from the intervals 3520<

!!!

s
p

<
3525:6 MeV and 3526:7<

!!!

s
p

< 3540 MeV, we
find nb ! 76:29 and 119.6 respectively for the 0.5
and 1.0 MeV intervals used in the $c% analysis. The
corresponding event totals are 68 and 116, fully
compatible with the background hypothesis.
We have no significant enhancement in the
J= #0channel and do not confirm the resonance
reported by E760. The data are compatible with a
flat cross section for

!!!

s
p

between 3520 and
3540 MeV. An independent analysis of these data
[11] reached a similar conclusion.

III. CONCLUSION

We have measured the cross section for !pp!
$c%;$c ! %% in the vicinity of the center of gravity of
the charmonium 3PJ states and observe a narrow structure
(" % 1 MeV) centered at #3525:8" 0:2 MeV. The sta-
tistical significance of the signal corresponds to a P value

FIG. 11 (color online). Measured cross section for !pp!
J= & #0 ! e$ & e& & 2% within the hc search region. The
E835-1997 data are circles and the E835-2000 data are triangles.
When the luminosity and number of events collected in a bin are
small, adjacent bins are combined. The horizontal bars give the
energy uncertainties obtained by in-quadrature summing of bin
widths and beam spreads. The solid line and the "1" dotted
lines show the continuum level determined from the data of
Fig. 10. The squares represent an extrapolation of the E760 data
(shown in the inset with a superimposed fit to a Breit-Wigner
function of 500 keV width) to E835 data-taking conditions,
where the event yields are scaled up, bin by bin, by the ratio
of E835 to E760 integrated luminosities and the resulting points
plotted as squares.

M. ANDREOTTI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 72, 032001 (2005)

032001-10

but seen in ηcγ:
with relatively little background. In Fig. 6 we plot
the !2 probability against

!!!

s
p

for 5C kinematical fits
to "c# for candidates with 3522<

!!!

s
p

< 3530 MeV
and M23 > 1000 MeV, along with the integrated
luminosities for E835 and E760. The figure shows
the clustering of high-probability events near
3526 MeV.

(4) Figure 7 shows the M23 distribution, before and after
(shaded) application of the cm angular cuts and the
!2 probability cut, in which clear " and "0 peaks are
seen from $0" and $0"0 events. We restrict the
analysis to M23 > 1000 MeV, thereby reducing the
acceptance to !3:2%. Here we use the measured
rather than fitted M23, since we are discriminating
against background events with more than three
photons, and the 3# fit pulls the energies and mo-
menta in those events to satisfy the kinematical
constraints.

In the hc search region there are 8 events for E835-1997
and 7 events for E835-2000. We plot M12 for these events
in Fig. 8 with the corresponding distribution derived from
the simulation. The distributions for both data sets are
compatible with the simulation. The observed cross section
for pp ! "c# is plotted in Fig. 9. We note that the back-
ground cross section is large near

!!!

s
p " 3400 MeV and

decreases rapidly with energy.

FIG. 7 (color online). The measured invariant mass M23,
showing " and "0 peaks. A cut has been made that removes
events containing $0s. The shaded histogram represents events
remaining after the cm angular cuts and an adequate fit to "c#.
The final analysis is restricted to M23 > 1000 MeV.

FIG. 8. The measured invariant mass of the two highest-
energy photons for the hc candidates between 3525.6 and
3526.4 MeV. The dashed histogram is the corresponding distri-
bution obtained from the simulation. The rms widths for the data
and simulation are compatible.

FIG. 6. !2 probability vs
!!!

s
p

for pp ! "c# candidates with
cm energies from 3522 to 3530 MeV, where the horizontal line
represents the cut used in this analysis. The integrated luminos-
ities for E835 and E760 are shown, respectively, as undashed and
dashed histograms.
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• Not confirmed by E835,

tracks with invariant mass within 10 MeV, roughly 4!, of
the K0

S mass. A kinematically constrained 4C fit is per-
formed for each event. A 1C fit is performed for the "c !
K0
LK

!#" decay because the K0
L is not detected. It is

required thatM#"c$ % 2980! 50 MeV. No explicit selec-
tion of the energy of the photon from hc ! $"c is re-
quired. The final selection is on the "c candidate mass;
however, to improve resolution, the hc mass is calculated
from the four momentum of the  #2S$ and the #0 instead
of the invariant mass of its decay products.

In addition to  #2S$ ! ##J= decays discussed above,
a fraction of  #2S$ decays proceed through  #2S$ !
#0J= and  #2S$ ! $%cJ ! #0X. To suppress the #0

background, each signal photon candidate is paired with
all other photons in that event. If the invariant mass of any
pair is within the #0 mass requirement, the event is
removed.

Figure 1(a) shows the scatter plot of the "c candidate
mass versus #0 recoil mass (sum of all channels). Many
events are seen in the vicinity of M#J= $. In the mass
band M#"c$ % 2980! 50 MeV an enhancement of
events is observed at larger #0 recoil mass. The projec-

tion of the events in this band and the Monte Carlo back-
ground estimate is shown in Fig. 1(c). A prominent peak is
clearly visible over a very small background. The projec-
tion of the events in the mass bandM##0 recoil$ % 3524!
8 MeV and the Monte Carlo background estimate, shown
in Fig. 1(b), indicate that most of these events arise from "c
decay. The #0 recoil mass spectrum, in Fig. 1(b), is fit us-
ing a double Gaussian shape determined from Monte Carlo
simulation (MC) and an ARGUS function background
[16]. The maximum likelihood fit yields 17:5! 4:5 counts
in the peak and M#hc$ % 3523:6! 0:9 MeV.

Several different methods have been utilized to estimate
the statistical significance s of the signal [14], including the
fit to the recoil mass spectrum just described, Poisson
fluctuations of MC-predicted backgrounds inside the signal
window, and a binomial statistics calculation using the
assumption that the events in the recoil mass distribution
are uniformly distributed. Using the difference between the
likelihood values of the fit with and without the signal
contribution, we obtain s % 6:1!; similar calculations
with different "c mass ranges yield s % 5:5–6:6!. The
probability that Poisson fluctuations of the background,
estimated from the generic MC sample, completely ac-
count for the observed events in the signal region is 1&
10'9 (s % 6:0!). The binomial probability that the number
of data events in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) fluctuate to be greater
than the number of events in the signal region is 2:2&
10'7, corresponding to s( 5:2!.

To test our ability to reconstruct "c decays and provide
normalization for the branching fraction measurement,
B Bh, the direct radiative decay  #2S$ ! $"c is studied.
Events are reconstructed in the same "c decay channels as
for the hc search, but with much better yields. Relative
yields among the various channels are similar to previous
results [7] and the "c peak shape was verified for each
channel. Figs. 1(b) and 1(d) show the reconstructed mass
spectra for the "c candidates from hc and direct  #2S$
decay, respectively. The "c mass resolution in the photon
recoil mass spectrum is identical for all seven channels.
This distribution summed over all channels (not shown) is
fit using a peak shape which consists of a Monte Carlo–
derived double Gaussian convolved with a Breit-Wigner
function [with M#"c$ % 2979:7 MeV, !#"c$ % 27 MeV].
It yields 220! 22 counts. The efficiency-corrected ratio of
hc decays to direct decays, which corresponds to
B Bh=BD, where BD ) B! #2S$ ! $"c", is determined
to be 0:178! 0:049. The CLEO [17] and PDG [7] values
are combined to obtain BD % #0:296! 0:046$%. Multi-
plying these two results yields B Bh % #5:3! 1:5$ &
10'4 from the exclusive analysis.

In the inclusive analysis, we explore two methods to
enhance the selection of neutral pions which are part of the
chain  #2S$ ! #0hc ! #0$"c. One way is to specify that
there be only one photon in the event with energy for the
transition hc ! $"c, E$ * 503 MeV [corresponding to

FIG. 1. Exclusive analysis: (a) Scatter plot of the reconstructed
"c candidate mass vs the recoil mass against #0 for data. The
horizontal band in the vicinity of M#J= $ and the diagonal band
at larger "c candidate mass correspond to  #2S$ ! #0#0J= 
and  #2S$ ! $%c0, respectively. The dashed lines denote the
region M#"c$ % 2982! 50 MeV. Data events (open histo-
grams) and Monte Carlo background estimate (shaded histo-
grams) of (b) reconstructed "c candidate mass projection for
M##0recoil$ % 3524! 8 MeV and (c) recoil hc candidate mass
spectrum for M#"c$ % 2982! 50 MeV. The peaks in (b) near
M % 3:1 and 3.25 GeV correspond to  #2S$ ! #0#0J= and
 #2S$ ! $%c0, respectively. (d) Reconstructed "c candidate
mass for data in the direct decay  #2S$ ! $"c. The peak near
M % 3:4 GeV is from the direct decay  #2S$ ! $%c0.
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...and by CLEO [Rosner et al., PRL 95, 102003 (2005)]:

tracks with invariant mass within 10 MeV, roughly 4!, of
the K0

S mass. A kinematically constrained 4C fit is per-
formed for each event. A 1C fit is performed for the "c !
K0
LK

!#" decay because the K0
L is not detected. It is

required thatM#"c$ % 2980! 50 MeV. No explicit selec-
tion of the energy of the photon from hc ! $"c is re-
quired. The final selection is on the "c candidate mass;
however, to improve resolution, the hc mass is calculated
from the four momentum of the  #2S$ and the #0 instead
of the invariant mass of its decay products.

In addition to  #2S$ ! ##J= decays discussed above,
a fraction of  #2S$ decays proceed through  #2S$ !
#0J= and  #2S$ ! $%cJ ! #0X. To suppress the #0

background, each signal photon candidate is paired with
all other photons in that event. If the invariant mass of any
pair is within the #0 mass requirement, the event is
removed.

Figure 1(a) shows the scatter plot of the "c candidate
mass versus #0 recoil mass (sum of all channels). Many
events are seen in the vicinity of M#J= $. In the mass
band M#"c$ % 2980! 50 MeV an enhancement of
events is observed at larger #0 recoil mass. The projec-

tion of the events in this band and the Monte Carlo back-
ground estimate is shown in Fig. 1(c). A prominent peak is
clearly visible over a very small background. The projec-
tion of the events in the mass bandM##0 recoil$ % 3524!
8 MeV and the Monte Carlo background estimate, shown
in Fig. 1(b), indicate that most of these events arise from "c
decay. The #0 recoil mass spectrum, in Fig. 1(b), is fit us-
ing a double Gaussian shape determined from Monte Carlo
simulation (MC) and an ARGUS function background
[16]. The maximum likelihood fit yields 17:5! 4:5 counts
in the peak and M#hc$ % 3523:6! 0:9 MeV.

Several different methods have been utilized to estimate
the statistical significance s of the signal [14], including the
fit to the recoil mass spectrum just described, Poisson
fluctuations of MC-predicted backgrounds inside the signal
window, and a binomial statistics calculation using the
assumption that the events in the recoil mass distribution
are uniformly distributed. Using the difference between the
likelihood values of the fit with and without the signal
contribution, we obtain s % 6:1!; similar calculations
with different "c mass ranges yield s % 5:5–6:6!. The
probability that Poisson fluctuations of the background,
estimated from the generic MC sample, completely ac-
count for the observed events in the signal region is 1&
10'9 (s % 6:0!). The binomial probability that the number
of data events in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) fluctuate to be greater
than the number of events in the signal region is 2:2&
10'7, corresponding to s( 5:2!.

To test our ability to reconstruct "c decays and provide
normalization for the branching fraction measurement,
B Bh, the direct radiative decay  #2S$ ! $"c is studied.
Events are reconstructed in the same "c decay channels as
for the hc search, but with much better yields. Relative
yields among the various channels are similar to previous
results [7] and the "c peak shape was verified for each
channel. Figs. 1(b) and 1(d) show the reconstructed mass
spectra for the "c candidates from hc and direct  #2S$
decay, respectively. The "c mass resolution in the photon
recoil mass spectrum is identical for all seven channels.
This distribution summed over all channels (not shown) is
fit using a peak shape which consists of a Monte Carlo–
derived double Gaussian convolved with a Breit-Wigner
function [with M#"c$ % 2979:7 MeV, !#"c$ % 27 MeV].
It yields 220! 22 counts. The efficiency-corrected ratio of
hc decays to direct decays, which corresponds to
B Bh=BD, where BD ) B! #2S$ ! $"c", is determined
to be 0:178! 0:049. The CLEO [17] and PDG [7] values
are combined to obtain BD % #0:296! 0:046$%. Multi-
plying these two results yields B Bh % #5:3! 1:5$ &
10'4 from the exclusive analysis.

In the inclusive analysis, we explore two methods to
enhance the selection of neutral pions which are part of the
chain  #2S$ ! #0hc ! #0$"c. One way is to specify that
there be only one photon in the event with energy for the
transition hc ! $"c, E$ * 503 MeV [corresponding to

FIG. 1. Exclusive analysis: (a) Scatter plot of the reconstructed
"c candidate mass vs the recoil mass against #0 for data. The
horizontal band in the vicinity of M#J= $ and the diagonal band
at larger "c candidate mass correspond to  #2S$ ! #0#0J= 
and  #2S$ ! $%c0, respectively. The dashed lines denote the
region M#"c$ % 2982! 50 MeV. Data events (open histo-
grams) and Monte Carlo background estimate (shaded histo-
grams) of (b) reconstructed "c candidate mass projection for
M##0recoil$ % 3524! 8 MeV and (c) recoil hc candidate mass
spectrum for M#"c$ % 2982! 50 MeV. The peaks in (b) near
M % 3:1 and 3.25 GeV correspond to  #2S$ ! #0#0J= and
 #2S$ ! $%c0, respectively. (d) Reconstructed "c candidate
mass for data in the direct decay  #2S$ ! $"c. The peak near
M % 3:4 GeV is from the direct decay  #2S$ ! $%c0.
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tracks with invariant mass within 10 MeV, roughly 4!, of
the K0

S mass. A kinematically constrained 4C fit is per-
formed for each event. A 1C fit is performed for the "c !
K0
LK

!#" decay because the K0
L is not detected. It is

required thatM#"c$ % 2980! 50 MeV. No explicit selec-
tion of the energy of the photon from hc ! $"c is re-
quired. The final selection is on the "c candidate mass;
however, to improve resolution, the hc mass is calculated
from the four momentum of the  #2S$ and the #0 instead
of the invariant mass of its decay products.

In addition to  #2S$ ! ##J= decays discussed above,
a fraction of  #2S$ decays proceed through  #2S$ !
#0J= and  #2S$ ! $%cJ ! #0X. To suppress the #0

background, each signal photon candidate is paired with
all other photons in that event. If the invariant mass of any
pair is within the #0 mass requirement, the event is
removed.

Figure 1(a) shows the scatter plot of the "c candidate
mass versus #0 recoil mass (sum of all channels). Many
events are seen in the vicinity of M#J= $. In the mass
band M#"c$ % 2980! 50 MeV an enhancement of
events is observed at larger #0 recoil mass. The projec-

tion of the events in this band and the Monte Carlo back-
ground estimate is shown in Fig. 1(c). A prominent peak is
clearly visible over a very small background. The projec-
tion of the events in the mass bandM##0 recoil$ % 3524!
8 MeV and the Monte Carlo background estimate, shown
in Fig. 1(b), indicate that most of these events arise from "c
decay. The #0 recoil mass spectrum, in Fig. 1(b), is fit us-
ing a double Gaussian shape determined from Monte Carlo
simulation (MC) and an ARGUS function background
[16]. The maximum likelihood fit yields 17:5! 4:5 counts
in the peak and M#hc$ % 3523:6! 0:9 MeV.

Several different methods have been utilized to estimate
the statistical significance s of the signal [14], including the
fit to the recoil mass spectrum just described, Poisson
fluctuations of MC-predicted backgrounds inside the signal
window, and a binomial statistics calculation using the
assumption that the events in the recoil mass distribution
are uniformly distributed. Using the difference between the
likelihood values of the fit with and without the signal
contribution, we obtain s % 6:1!; similar calculations
with different "c mass ranges yield s % 5:5–6:6!. The
probability that Poisson fluctuations of the background,
estimated from the generic MC sample, completely ac-
count for the observed events in the signal region is 1&
10'9 (s % 6:0!). The binomial probability that the number
of data events in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) fluctuate to be greater
than the number of events in the signal region is 2:2&
10'7, corresponding to s( 5:2!.

To test our ability to reconstruct "c decays and provide
normalization for the branching fraction measurement,
B Bh, the direct radiative decay  #2S$ ! $"c is studied.
Events are reconstructed in the same "c decay channels as
for the hc search, but with much better yields. Relative
yields among the various channels are similar to previous
results [7] and the "c peak shape was verified for each
channel. Figs. 1(b) and 1(d) show the reconstructed mass
spectra for the "c candidates from hc and direct  #2S$
decay, respectively. The "c mass resolution in the photon
recoil mass spectrum is identical for all seven channels.
This distribution summed over all channels (not shown) is
fit using a peak shape which consists of a Monte Carlo–
derived double Gaussian convolved with a Breit-Wigner
function [with M#"c$ % 2979:7 MeV, !#"c$ % 27 MeV].
It yields 220! 22 counts. The efficiency-corrected ratio of
hc decays to direct decays, which corresponds to
B Bh=BD, where BD ) B! #2S$ ! $"c", is determined
to be 0:178! 0:049. The CLEO [17] and PDG [7] values
are combined to obtain BD % #0:296! 0:046$%. Multi-
plying these two results yields B Bh % #5:3! 1:5$ &
10'4 from the exclusive analysis.

In the inclusive analysis, we explore two methods to
enhance the selection of neutral pions which are part of the
chain  #2S$ ! #0hc ! #0$"c. One way is to specify that
there be only one photon in the event with energy for the
transition hc ! $"c, E$ * 503 MeV [corresponding to

FIG. 1. Exclusive analysis: (a) Scatter plot of the reconstructed
"c candidate mass vs the recoil mass against #0 for data. The
horizontal band in the vicinity of M#J= $ and the diagonal band
at larger "c candidate mass correspond to  #2S$ ! #0#0J= 
and  #2S$ ! $%c0, respectively. The dashed lines denote the
region M#"c$ % 2982! 50 MeV. Data events (open histo-
grams) and Monte Carlo background estimate (shaded histo-
grams) of (b) reconstructed "c candidate mass projection for
M##0recoil$ % 3524! 8 MeV and (c) recoil hc candidate mass
spectrum for M#"c$ % 2982! 50 MeV. The peaks in (b) near
M % 3:1 and 3.25 GeV correspond to  #2S$ ! #0#0J= and
 #2S$ ! $%c0, respectively. (d) Reconstructed "c candidate
mass for data in the direct decay  #2S$ ! $"c. The peak near
M % 3:4 GeV is from the direct decay  #2S$ ! $%c0.
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tracks with invariant mass within 10 MeV, roughly 4!, of
the K0

S mass. A kinematically constrained 4C fit is per-
formed for each event. A 1C fit is performed for the "c !
K0
LK

!#" decay because the K0
L is not detected. It is

required thatM#"c$ % 2980! 50 MeV. No explicit selec-
tion of the energy of the photon from hc ! $"c is re-
quired. The final selection is on the "c candidate mass;
however, to improve resolution, the hc mass is calculated
from the four momentum of the  #2S$ and the #0 instead
of the invariant mass of its decay products.

In addition to  #2S$ ! ##J= decays discussed above,
a fraction of  #2S$ decays proceed through  #2S$ !
#0J= and  #2S$ ! $%cJ ! #0X. To suppress the #0

background, each signal photon candidate is paired with
all other photons in that event. If the invariant mass of any
pair is within the #0 mass requirement, the event is
removed.

Figure 1(a) shows the scatter plot of the "c candidate
mass versus #0 recoil mass (sum of all channels). Many
events are seen in the vicinity of M#J= $. In the mass
band M#"c$ % 2980! 50 MeV an enhancement of
events is observed at larger #0 recoil mass. The projec-

tion of the events in this band and the Monte Carlo back-
ground estimate is shown in Fig. 1(c). A prominent peak is
clearly visible over a very small background. The projec-
tion of the events in the mass bandM##0 recoil$ % 3524!
8 MeV and the Monte Carlo background estimate, shown
in Fig. 1(b), indicate that most of these events arise from "c
decay. The #0 recoil mass spectrum, in Fig. 1(b), is fit us-
ing a double Gaussian shape determined from Monte Carlo
simulation (MC) and an ARGUS function background
[16]. The maximum likelihood fit yields 17:5! 4:5 counts
in the peak and M#hc$ % 3523:6! 0:9 MeV.

Several different methods have been utilized to estimate
the statistical significance s of the signal [14], including the
fit to the recoil mass spectrum just described, Poisson
fluctuations of MC-predicted backgrounds inside the signal
window, and a binomial statistics calculation using the
assumption that the events in the recoil mass distribution
are uniformly distributed. Using the difference between the
likelihood values of the fit with and without the signal
contribution, we obtain s % 6:1!; similar calculations
with different "c mass ranges yield s % 5:5–6:6!. The
probability that Poisson fluctuations of the background,
estimated from the generic MC sample, completely ac-
count for the observed events in the signal region is 1&
10'9 (s % 6:0!). The binomial probability that the number
of data events in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) fluctuate to be greater
than the number of events in the signal region is 2:2&
10'7, corresponding to s( 5:2!.

To test our ability to reconstruct "c decays and provide
normalization for the branching fraction measurement,
B Bh, the direct radiative decay  #2S$ ! $"c is studied.
Events are reconstructed in the same "c decay channels as
for the hc search, but with much better yields. Relative
yields among the various channels are similar to previous
results [7] and the "c peak shape was verified for each
channel. Figs. 1(b) and 1(d) show the reconstructed mass
spectra for the "c candidates from hc and direct  #2S$
decay, respectively. The "c mass resolution in the photon
recoil mass spectrum is identical for all seven channels.
This distribution summed over all channels (not shown) is
fit using a peak shape which consists of a Monte Carlo–
derived double Gaussian convolved with a Breit-Wigner
function [with M#"c$ % 2979:7 MeV, !#"c$ % 27 MeV].
It yields 220! 22 counts. The efficiency-corrected ratio of
hc decays to direct decays, which corresponds to
B Bh=BD, where BD ) B! #2S$ ! $"c", is determined
to be 0:178! 0:049. The CLEO [17] and PDG [7] values
are combined to obtain BD % #0:296! 0:046$%. Multi-
plying these two results yields B Bh % #5:3! 1:5$ &
10'4 from the exclusive analysis.

In the inclusive analysis, we explore two methods to
enhance the selection of neutral pions which are part of the
chain  #2S$ ! #0hc ! #0$"c. One way is to specify that
there be only one photon in the event with energy for the
transition hc ! $"c, E$ * 503 MeV [corresponding to

FIG. 1. Exclusive analysis: (a) Scatter plot of the reconstructed
"c candidate mass vs the recoil mass against #0 for data. The
horizontal band in the vicinity of M#J= $ and the diagonal band
at larger "c candidate mass correspond to  #2S$ ! #0#0J= 
and  #2S$ ! $%c0, respectively. The dashed lines denote the
region M#"c$ % 2982! 50 MeV. Data events (open histo-
grams) and Monte Carlo background estimate (shaded histo-
grams) of (b) reconstructed "c candidate mass projection for
M##0recoil$ % 3524! 8 MeV and (c) recoil hc candidate mass
spectrum for M#"c$ % 2982! 50 MeV. The peaks in (b) near
M % 3:1 and 3.25 GeV correspond to  #2S$ ! #0#0J= and
 #2S$ ! $%c0, respectively. (d) Reconstructed "c candidate
mass for data in the direct decay  #2S$ ! $"c. The peak near
M % 3:4 GeV is from the direct decay  #2S$ ! $%c0.
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Example: hc

E835: Andreotti et al.,
PRD 72, 032001(2005)

E835: PRD 72, 
032001(2005)

• But best mass meas’t 
(E835) based on a 
signal that’s not yet 
statistically established

15 evts 
satisfy 
cuts
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• PDG avg, <(3PJ)> = 3525.36±0.06 MeV compatible @ 2σ:

Example: hc

Citation: W.-M. Yao et al. (Particle Data Group), J. Phys. G 33, 1 (2006) (URL: http://pdg.lbl.gov)

hc(1P) IG (JPC ) = ??(???)

OMITTED FROM SUMMARY TABLE
Needs confirmation.

hc (1P) MASShc (1P) MASShc(1P) MASShc(1P) MASS

VALUE (MeV) EVTS DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT

3525.93±0.27 OUR AVERAGE3525.93±0.27 OUR AVERAGE3525.93±0.27 OUR AVERAGE3525.93±0.27 OUR AVERAGE Error includes scale factor of 1.5. See the ideogram
below.
3525.8 ±0.2 ±0.2 13 ANDREOTTI 05B E835 pp ! !c "

3524.4 ±0.6 ±0.4 168 ± 40 ROSNER 05 CLEO #(2S) ! $0!c "

3526.28±0.18±0.19 59 1 ARMSTRONG 92D E760 pp ! J/#$0

3525.4 ±0.8 ±0.4 5 BAGLIN 86 SPEC pp ! J/#X
• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

3527 ±8 42 ANTONIAZZI 94 E705 300 $±, pLi !
J/#$0 X

1Mass central value and systematic error recalculated by us according to Eq. (16) in
ARMSTRONG 93B, using the value for the #(2S) mass from AULCHENKO 03.

!"#$%&"'()*"+)$"
,-.-/0,!1/.2(3"4454(6789:;(<=(>/-?

@)$A#B CD EF"G 1/,
)+HE&+IB$ 0.' "2D1 >/C
+IEB"+ 1- GA"I J/-
)B'+"I&&# 1-@ "C,- 1/.

!
"

(((((((D/0
3G5KLM;:K7:(A:N:9(O(1/122?

,-.. ,-., ,-.J ,-.- ,-.D ,-.2 ,-.C ,-.0

hc (1P) MASS (MeV)

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 1 Created: 7/6/2006 16:35

• Desirable to confirm E835 meas’t with greater statistics!
20

CERN R704, 5 evts,
≈ruled out by E760

FNAL E760, 59 evts,
≈ruled out by E835

FNAL E835, 15 evts
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• Desirable to confirm E835 meas’t with greater statistics!

Example: hc

• Not so easy!

‣ small BR(ηc→γγ) = (2.8 ± 0.9) × 10-4 

‣ cuts to suppress π0 bkg gave ≈3% efficiency in E835

• More-favorable modes?

➡Require magnetic spectrometer

Citation: W.-M. Yao et al. (Particle Data Group), J. Phys. G 33, 1 (2006) (URL: http://pdg.lbl.gov)

p
!c (1S) DECAY MODES!c (1S) DECAY MODES!c (1S) DECAY MODES!c (1S) DECAY MODES Fraction (!i /!) Confidence level (MeV/c)

Decays involving hadronic resonancesDecays involving hadronic resonancesDecays involving hadronic resonancesDecays involving hadronic resonances
!!(958)"" ( 4.1 ±1.7 ) % 1321

## ( 2.0 ±0.7 ) % 1273

K"(892)0 K#"++ c.c. ( 2.0 ±0.7 ) % 1276

K"(892)K"(892) ( 9.2 ±3.4 ) $ 10#3 1194

K"0 K"0 "+"# ( 1.5 ±0.8 ) % 1071

$K+K# ( 2.9 ±1.4 ) $ 10#3 1102

$$ ( 2.7 ±0.9 ) $ 10#3 1087

$2("+"#) < 4.7 $ 10#3 90% 1249

a0(980)" < 2 % 90% 1324

a2(1320)" < 2 % 90% 1194

K"(892)K + c.c. < 1.28 % 90% 1308

f2(1270)! < 1.1 % 90% 1143

%% < 3.1 $ 10#3 90% 1268

%$ < 1.7 $ 10#3 90% 1183

f2(1270)f2(1270) ( 1.0 +0.4
#0.5 ) % 771

Decays into stable hadronsDecays into stable hadronsDecays into stable hadronsDecays into stable hadrons
K K " ( 7.0 ±1.2 ) % 1379

!"" ( 4.9 ±1.8 ) % 1427

"+"#K+K# ( 1.5 ±0.6 ) % 1343

K+K# 2("+"#) (10 ±4 ) $ 10#3 1252

2(K+K#) ( 1.5 ±0.7 ) $ 10#3 1053

2("+"#) ( 1.20±0.30) % 1457

3("+"#) ( 2.0 ±0.7 ) % 1405

pp ( 1.3 ±0.4 ) $ 10#3 1158

K K ! < 3.1 % 90% 1263

"+"#pp < 1.2 % 90% 1025

!! < 2 $ 10#3 90% 988

Radiative decaysRadiative decaysRadiative decaysRadiative decays
&& ( 2.8 ±0.9 ) $ 10#4 1490

Charge conjugation (C), Parity (P),Charge conjugation (C), Parity (P),Charge conjugation (C), Parity (P),Charge conjugation (C), Parity (P),
Lepton family number (LF) violating modesLepton family number (LF) violating modesLepton family number (LF) violating modesLepton family number (LF) violating modes

"+"# P,CP < 8.7 $ 10#4 90% 1484

"0"0 P,CP < 5.6 $ 10#4 90% 1484

K+K# P,CP < 7.6 $ 10#4 90% 1406

K0
S K0

S P,CP < 4.2 $ 10#4 90% 1405
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p
!c (1S) DECAY MODES!c (1S) DECAY MODES!c (1S) DECAY MODES!c (1S) DECAY MODES Fraction (!i /!) Confidence level (MeV/c)

Decays involving hadronic resonancesDecays involving hadronic resonancesDecays involving hadronic resonancesDecays involving hadronic resonances
!!(958)"" ( 4.1 ±1.7 ) % 1321

## ( 2.0 ±0.7 ) % 1273

K"(892)0 K#"++ c.c. ( 2.0 ±0.7 ) % 1276

K"(892)K"(892) ( 9.2 ±3.4 ) $ 10#3 1194

K"0 K"0 "+"# ( 1.5 ±0.8 ) % 1071

$K+K# ( 2.9 ±1.4 ) $ 10#3 1102

$$ ( 2.7 ±0.9 ) $ 10#3 1087

$2("+"#) < 4.7 $ 10#3 90% 1249

a0(980)" < 2 % 90% 1324

a2(1320)" < 2 % 90% 1194

K"(892)K + c.c. < 1.28 % 90% 1308

f2(1270)! < 1.1 % 90% 1143

%% < 3.1 $ 10#3 90% 1268

%$ < 1.7 $ 10#3 90% 1183

f2(1270)f2(1270) ( 1.0 +0.4
#0.5 ) % 771

Decays into stable hadronsDecays into stable hadronsDecays into stable hadronsDecays into stable hadrons
K K " ( 7.0 ±1.2 ) % 1379

!"" ( 4.9 ±1.8 ) % 1427

"+"#K+K# ( 1.5 ±0.6 ) % 1343

K+K# 2("+"#) (10 ±4 ) $ 10#3 1252

2(K+K#) ( 1.5 ±0.7 ) $ 10#3 1053

2("+"#) ( 1.20±0.30) % 1457

3("+"#) ( 2.0 ±0.7 ) % 1405

pp ( 1.3 ±0.4 ) $ 10#3 1158

K K ! < 3.1 % 90% 1263

"+"#pp < 1.2 % 90% 1025

!! < 2 $ 10#3 90% 988

Radiative decaysRadiative decaysRadiative decaysRadiative decays
&& ( 2.8 ±0.9 ) $ 10#4 1490

Charge conjugation (C), Parity (P),Charge conjugation (C), Parity (P),Charge conjugation (C), Parity (P),Charge conjugation (C), Parity (P),
Lepton family number (LF) violating modesLepton family number (LF) violating modesLepton family number (LF) violating modesLepton family number (LF) violating modes

"+"# P,CP < 8.7 $ 10#4 90% 1484

"0"0 P,CP < 5.6 $ 10#4 90% 1484

K+K# P,CP < 7.6 $ 10#4 90% 1406

K0
S K0

S P,CP < 4.2 $ 10#4 90% 1405
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• Spectrum of bb states poorly known compared 
to charmonium

• Could probe pp coupling of bottomonium with 
exploratory colliding-beam run (√s > 9.4 GeV 
too high for Accumulator fixed-tgt)

22

Bottomonium?
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• Antihydrogen in-flight (CPT tests, e.g. Lamb shift):

- efforts @ AD with trapped anti-H have 
encountered difficulties 

- Blanford et al. @ FNAL [Phys. Rev. Lett. 80, 3037 (1998)] 

discovered anti-H produced by p traversing gas-
jet target, proposed scheme [Phys. Rev. D 57, 6649 (1998)] 
to measure Lamb shift & fine structure

• Best antiproton lifetime and decay-mode limits set 
by APEX experiment at Accumulator

- could improve limits with more data

• etc...
23

Parasitic Exp’ts



• I am drafting LoI and soliciting collaborators

• So far:

Letter of Intent:

Low- and Medium-Energy Antiproton Physics at
Fermilab

Thomas J. Phillips
Duke University, Durham, N. Carolina 27708 USA

Giorgio Apollinari, Daniel R. Broemmelsiek, Charles N. Brown,
David C. Christian, Paul Derwent, Keith Gollwitzer, Alan Hahn,

Vaia Papadimitriou, Steven Werkema, Herman B. White
Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA

Wander Baldini, Giulio Stancari, Michelle Stancari
INFN, Sezione di Ferrara, Ferrara, Italy

Gerald P. Jackson
Hbar Technologies, LLC, West Chicago, IL 60185, USA

Daniel M. Kaplan,!Howard A. Rubin, Yagmur Torun, Christopher G. White
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois 60616, USA

Todd K. Pedlar
Luther College, Decorah, IA 52101, USA

Jerome Rosen
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208, USA

E. Craig Dukes
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903, USA

(and who else?)

D R A F T

May 3, 2007

Abstract

Fermilab has long had the world’s most intense antiproton source. Despite this,
the opportunities for low- and medium-energy antiproton physics at Fermilab have
been limited in the past and—with the antiproton source now exclusively dedicated to
serving the needs of the Tevatron Collider — are currently nonexistent. The anticipated

!Spokesperson. E-mail address: kaplan@iit.edu
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Is There an Interested 
Collaboration?

24

...& growing...
also interest @ 
other INFN 
branches &c...

...PANDA 
collab. might 
want opp’ty 
for early tests
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Summary

• Best experiment ever on hyperons, charm, and 
charmonia may be feasible a few years from 
now at Fermilab

• Measurements complementary to, & not feasible 
at, LHC

• Modest effort could yield substantial impact

• Small additional effort (e.g., 1 or 2 new small 
rings) could enable broad range of experiments
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